ALL

No.

Rat

I’m wetter.

Music: Flight of the Eagle.

Dodo

How are we going to get dry?

[The class freeze. The rabbit comes on stage again.]

Dodo

The best thing to get us dry would be a caucus race!

Alice

Are you real, or in my imagination?

Alice

What’s a caucus race?

Rabbit

Your imagination is real, silly! Now come on.

All:

Murmurs of astonishment that she doesn’t know.

[The chorus make a tunnel. The White Rabbit runs through the tunnel, Alice follows. The cast
get into three circles surrounding Alice. They spin round her as the music plays. Alice is falling
down the hole. Full cast leave in a kind of trance to the music.]

Dodo

Why the best way to explain it, is to do it!

All

YES!

Music: Flight of the Eagle fades out once the physical theatre piece has finished.

[Dodo lays out some random cones.]
Music: Quirky Klezmer.

Scene Two – Welcome to Wonderland

[All do the caucus race – a crazy kind of run in different directions. Some might want to run
bizarrely in slow motion, others may run fast, some jog with high knees, others crawl, some
hop, some tip toe. The greater variety of movements the better.]

Music: Quirky Klezmer.

Music: Ends abruptly when the Dodo signals for it to end at about 40 seconds into the song.

[The chorus come on with a bizarre collection of swimming props, armbands, inflatables, oars…
They are all dressed as different animals, doing bizarre things in the water.]
Music fades out.
Alice

The race is over!

Eaglet

Who has won?

[Dodo thinks for a while, all stare in anticipation.]
Oh mouse, do you know the way out of this water?

No answer.
Alice

Oh I wish Dinah my cat were here.

Mouse

Cat!

Alice

Do you not like cats?

Mouse

[Angry] Not like cats? Would you like cats if you were a mouse?

Dodo

Everyone has won and all must have prizes!

All

Prizes, prizes!

Scene Three – Tweedledum and Tweedledee

[Full cast swim to the shore and dry themselves off. They sit in a circle with the mouse stood in
the middle.]
Lory

Dodo

Music: Avenge the Mugwump.
[Tweedledum and Tweedledee enter. Alice follows, gloves still in her hands.]

I’m wet.
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